Good Dogg Beverage sets itself apart by
doing business differently than other hard
seltzer brands. Thanks to Teddy, a special
dog who changed our lives, we chose to be
more than a premium hard seltzer
company. We believe that giving back to
people (and our furry friends) is essential.
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AFFILIATIONS

STATISTICS
Audience reach, from July to December
2021, of media campaigns in the
hundred thousand.
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BRAND DETAILS
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Gluten-Free | Philanthropic | 4.5% Alcohol
0 Sugar | 0 Carbs | 90 Calories | Four Bold Flavors:
0

Orange Mango, Dragonfruit, Cucumber Lime, Black
Facebook

Instagram

Cherry | Hard Seltzer | Community-Driven

Leverage the Beverage is the campaign that we at Good Dogg created to reflect who we are as a
company. It is our mission to research and find quality organizations, that make a difference in the lives
of children and in their best friends - dogs!
The goal is to create and foster a new business model; a philanthropic, purpose-driven company that
gives back to our community and pets while also making a delicious hard seltzer.
According to National Organiaztions for Rare Disorders (NORD), 1 in 10 Americans has a rare disease;
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with over half being children. Good Dogg Beverage will continually assist these kids by helping to fund
and support organizations that train service dogs and support animals finding their fur-ever home.
Global Seltzer Market Size in 2019
Global Seltzer Market Size in 2027
Funding research tomorrow. Making a direct impact today.
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WHAT SETS US APART

Good Dogg Hard Seltzer is a new beverage company
that creates, distributes, and markets hard seltzers.
Good Dogg sets itself apart from other hard seltzer
brands by changing how we do business.

PRESS RELEASES

We solve this problem through our primary initiatives:
partnering with animal rescues and charities that
provide service dogs to children in need. We will
donate a portion of every sale to these organizations
to change how society views and treats animals.

Seltzerland

In today's culture, wellness is becoming more
mainstream. Good Dogg Hard Seltzer provides a
healthier seltzer option, with all the taste of your
favorite alcoholic beverage. We offer four unique
flavors so that you can enjoy something new. We have
you covered no matter what type of flavor profile you
are looking for.
Seltzer meets the generational standard of what
health and wellness living should look like. Boasting
little to no sugar and carbs while being gluten-free
and keto-friendly, seltzers match trends that have
become adherently popular among young Americans
ages 25 to 43.

Our Partners
Soft Launch

MEDIA COVERAGE

BevSource Highlight
Hard Seltzer News
BevNet
INFLUENCERS

The Brew Babe
Randy Costa
Missy Gannon

At Good Dogg Beverage, we have listened to market
demands and consumers to develop a brand
determined to bridge the gaps between the current
seltzer market, brand loyalty, and wellness by
introducing purpose into the industry.

OUR BACKGROUND
Tony Venturoso, CEO of Good Dogg Beverage, and friends Dr.
Tom Parry, Mark Dellaporta, and Joe Gallagher founded the
Good Dogg brand years ago. Working together, they built a
brand of top-of-the-line premium seltzers while giving back to
organizations that assist families and dogs. Good Dogg
Beverage is brewed with passion, hard work, and dedication.
The co-founder's scientific background allows for researchbased developments that bring insight to back the bubbles of
Good Dogg Hard Seltzer.
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